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SECURITY STORAGE CONTAINER HAVING AN INTERNAL ALARM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention generally relates to security devices. More particularly, the

invention relates to a lockable storage container for holding an item of

merchandise for sale. Specifically, the invention relates to a storage container

which has a locking mechanism that secures the item of merchandise within the

container; and which has an internal alarm system that will trigger a remote alarm

on a security gate and will emit an internal audible sound if the container is

opened in an unauthorized manner or if it is brought into the vicinity of a security

gate without first being disarmed.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The invention relates to electronic security devices and security systems,

and in particular, to a security storage container for holding articles of

merchandise to prevent unauthorized removal of the merchandise from the

security storage container and from a protected environment. More particularly,

the invention relates to a security storage container for retaining merchandise that

will sound an alarm if an attempt is made to remove the merchandise from the

security storage container, which will sound the alarm upon the storage container

approaching a security gate and will actuate the security gate alarm if the security

storage container is not deactivated before exiting the protected environment.

Various retail establishments use numerous types of theft deterrent devices

and systems to discourage shoplifting. One common theft deterrent system uses

electronic article surveillance tags (EAS tags) attached to the items of

merchandise. These EAS tags are configured to activate an alarm at a security

gate that is positioned usually at the exit of the establishment if the merchandise

containing the EAS tag passes through the secured gate before being removed

or deactivated at a checkout station. Other security devices contain an internal

alarm which activates an audible alarm within the device if an item of merchandise



containing an EAS tag is attempted to be removed from the device illegally.

Although these various security devices perform satisfactorily for their intended

purpose, they will only sound their self-contained alarm if a sense loop, such as

a cable attached to the merchandise, is compromised. If the merchandise with the

security device attached is taken through the security gates of the establishment,

the gate alarm will sound, but the internal alarm of the security device will remain

inactive. Thus, a thief can take merchandise containing the secured EAS tag and

remain undetected until passing through a store's security gate. If the thief

manages to evade security personnel after exiting through the security gate, they

can easily disappear into a crowded parking lot or outside environment. The

store's security personnel will know that an article of merchandise has been

stolen, but will not be able to determine who the thief is. Furthermore, presently

known security gate alarms also have sensitivity problems due to the large

number of EAS tags placed on all of the different types of merchandise. The

presence of these innumerable tags requires that the security gate alarms be

activated at a particular sensitivity level and an unlawfully removed EAS tag may

not be sensed at all times.

Thus, the need exists for an improved security storage container and

security system which will provide multiple alarms to assist in deterring the theft

of articles of merchandise contained within the security storage container. The

storage container will sound an internal audible alarm if an attempt is made to

remove merchandise from within the container prior to deactivation of the alarm

system. The self-contained alarm will also sound if the security storage container

approaches a security gate without being deactivated. Furthermore, the alarm

system of the storage container will work in combination with a security gate of a

protected establishment to sound the security gate alarm remote from the security

storage container if the security storage container passes through the gate in an

authorized manner. Furthermore, the self-contained alarm disposed in the security

storage container will continue to sound even after the security storage container

has passed through the security gate thereby enabling store personnel to detect

the thief even in a crowded outside environment.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The device of the present invention comprises a security storage container

for retaining merchandise therein and including a self-contained alarm for

deterring theft of the merchandise retained within the storage container. The

storage container is in the form of a box having a base and a lid, with the item of

merchandise being received in the base. The lid is locked to the base by a locking

mechanism. The internally disposed alarm system is activated when the lid is

locked to the base and is deactivated when the lid is unlocked from the base. The

lid can only be unlocked with a specially designed key. The alarm system includes

a flashing LED which indicates to the consumer that the storage container has an

activated alarm therein. The alarm system further includes an EAS tag for

activating a security gate at an exit to the protected environment. The alarm

system further includes a sound-emitting device that will emit a loud sound if an

attempt is made to pry the lid from the base when the lid is in a locked position.

The sound-emitting device will also emit the loud sound if the locked storage

container is brought into the proximity of a security gate. The sound-emitting

device will emit the loud sound for a predetermined length of time and will

continue to emit that sound even if the security storage container is removed from

the protected environment.

One aspect of the invention is providing an improved electronic security

storage container and system in which the alarm is disposed within the interior of

the storage container.

Another aspect of the invention is to provide a security storage container

and system which will sense if an attempt is made to open the storage container

in an unauthorized manner and will sound an alarm contained within the security

storage container.

A further feature of the invention is to provide such a security storage

container having a self-contained audible alarm which is actuated when the

storage container is brought into the proximity of a security gate or other type of

detection station even when the security storage container has not been tampered

with and remains in a closed position with the merchandise retained therein.



Furthermore, the audible alarm will continue to sound even upon removal of the

stolen security storage container and merchandise from the protected

environment.

A still further feature of the invention is to provide a security storage

container with an EAS tag which will activate a security gate security system either

through RF or magnetic interaction therewith, independently of the self-contained

alarm within the security storage container.

A further aspect of the invention is to provide a security storage container

having a blinking LED to provide a theft deterrent by indicating to a potential

shoplifter that the security storage container contains an alarm and that the alarm

is armed.

Furthermore, another aspect of the invention is to provide a security

storage container having a self-contained power source, such as a battery, which

provides a relatively long life to the security storage container security system and

which is provided within the device in a manner that prevents unlawful removal or

damage to the same.

Still another feature of the present invention is providing a secure manner

of disarming and safely removing the merchandise from the protected

environment without falsely triggering the various audible alarms.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The preferred embodiments of the invention, illustrative of the best mode

in which applicant has contemplated applying the principles, are set forth in the

following description and are shown in the drawings and are particularly and

distinctly pointed out and set forth in the appended claims.

Fig. 1 is a front plan view of the security storage container of the present

invention;

Fig. 2 is a top view of the security storage container;

Fig. 3 is a rear plan view of the security storage container;

Fig. 4 is a right side view of the security storage container;

Fig. 5 is a partial front view of the upper end of the storage container

showing the hinge connection between the storage container and the lid;



Fig. 6 is an exploded front view of the lid;

Fig. 7 is a bottom view of the lid;

Fig. 8 is an exploded view of the lid;

Fig. 9 is an exploded view of the battery holder assembly

Fig. 10 is top view of the battery holder assembly;

Fig. 11 is a partial cut-away top view of the lid;

Fig. 12 is a partial cross-sectional front view of the lid and slider in an

unlocked position as taken through line 12-12 of Fig. 11;

Fig. 13 is a partial cut-away top view of the lid in the unlocked position;

Fig. 14 is a partial cross-sectional front view of the lid and slider in a locked

position as taken through line 14-14 of Fig. 13;

Fig. 15 is a partial cut-away top view of the lid in the locked position;

Fig. 16 is a partial cross-sectional side view of the lid being engaged by a

magnetic key to unlock the locking mechanism.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Referring to Figs. 1-16, there is shown a security storage container in

accordance with the present invention and generally indicated at 10. Security

storage container 10 is in the form of a six-sided box having a base 12 and a lid

14 that is connected to base 12 and is movable between open and closed

positions. Base 12 is sized to receive an item of merchandise (not shown) and lid

14 cooperates with base 12 to surround and secure the item of merchand ise when

lid 14 is in the closed position. Lid 14 preferably is pivotally mounted to base 12

by way of a hinge 16. As will be hereinafter described, security storage container

10 also includes a locking mechanism, generally indicated at 18 (Fig. 8), for

securing lid 14 and base 12 together and preventing the unauthorized removal of

the item of merchandise from within base 12. Security storage container 10 also

includes an alarm system, generally indicated at 20. Alarm system 20 may include

a light, such as an LED 82, to indicate that container 10 is armed, an EAS tag 84,

and a sound emitting speaker 80. One or more of the components of alarm

system 20 are triggered when an attempt is made to pry lid 14 off base 12, is

brought into the proximity of a security gate of a store or if container 10 is



removed from the store without prior deactivation of system 20 with a specially

designed key 22 (Fig. 16). Security storage container 10 with its integral alarm

system 20 is designed to be used as part of a security system for merchandise

such as the system disclosed and claimed in pending U.S. Application Serial No.

(not yet known), filed December 20, 2005, and entitled "Electronic Security Device

and System for Articles of Merchandise", which application claimed priority from

U.S. Provisional Application serial No. 60/639,770, filed December 28, 2004; The

entire specifications of these two applications are incorporated herein by

reference.

Storage container 10 is adapted to receive items of merchandise such as

CD or DVD packages or may be configured to hold other items of merchandise

such as computer software boxes, books, jewelry boxes, electronics boxes and

the like. Base 12 is typically manufactured from a transparent material that allows

the customer to view the item of merchandise held within storage container 10.

Base 12 has a front wall 24, back wall 26, and opposing left and right side waits

28 which extend upwardly and outwardly away from a bottom wall 30. Walls 24,

26, 28 and 30 are disposed in the form of a five-sided frame or box having an

open end disposed opposite bottom wall 30.

Lid 14 is pivotally connected to base 12 by hinges 16 which are rotatable

about hinge-pins 16a. Lid 14 closes the open end of the box when lid 14 is in the

closed position and allows access to the interior cavity of the box when lid 14 is

in the open position. Lid 14 preferably is manufactured from an opaque material

so that an observer cannot determine if an EAS tag is present within lid 14 and

also cannot view the various components of the locking mechanism for securing

storage container 10 in a closed and locked position. Lid 14 is locked to base 12

by any suitable locking mechanism including mechanically-actuated devices and

magnetically actuated devices. However, an example of a suitable locking

mechanism is the mechanism shown and described in pending U.S. Patent

Application Serial No. 10/371 ,570, filed December 21, 2003. The entire

specification of Application Serial No. 10/371 ,570 is incorporated herein by

reference.



Lid 14 is locked to base 12 by a slider 32, which is slidably secured to an

interior surface 14a of lid 14, and by a locking mechanism 18 (Fig. 8). Slider 32

is slidably secured to lid 14 by a plurality of fasteners 33 which are received

through slots 35 in slider 32 and into bosses 37 formed in the interior surface 14a

of lid 14. Slider 32 is selectively slidable relative to the interior surface 14a of lid

14 and is moveable between locked and unlocked positions. Locking mechanism

18 comprises a magnetically actuated locking arm 36 that has two spring-biased

moveable fingers 46. Arm 16 and fingers 46 are designed to engage a portion of

slider 32 that includes angled pockets 47. Pockets 47 are sized and shaped to

receive fingers 46 therein and to prevent the withdrawal of the same therefrom

unless the fingers 46 are acted upon by the magnetic key 22. Locking mechanism

18 holds slider 32 in the locked position when locking mechanism 18 is in its

locked position, i.e., when fingers 46 are retained within pockets 47. Locking

fingers 46 may be moved from the locked position (Fig. 14) to an unlocked

position (Fig. 12 & 16) by using key 22. Key 22 has magnets 38 disposed so as

to align with the fingers 46 on locking arm 36 when key 22 is correctly positioned

on lid 14. Magnets 38 attract fingers 46 toward them and, once fingers 46 are

realigned with locking arm 36, the user can manipulate the finger tab 44 and slide

slider 32 back into the open position. It will be understood that locking mechanism

18 may be carried by either lid 14 or slider 32 and may engage pockets 47 formed

on the other of lid 14 and slider 32 depending on the particular design of locking

mechanism 36.

Slider 32 includes a plurality of spaced L-shaped lock tabs 40 which are

shown in Figs. 6 and 8. Lid 14 includes a plurality of spaced apart tabs 4 1 which

may be seen in Figs. 7 and 8 . Furthermore, the front wall 24 of base 12 includes

a plurality of spaced-apart hook tabs 34 which extend upwardly and outwardly

therefrom. Each hook tab 34 includes a U-shaped slot that lies substantially

parallel to the upper edge of the front wall 24. Tabs 34, 40 and 4 1 are typically

integrally fabricated with base 12, slider 32 and lid 14, respectively. When slider

32 is secured to lid 14, the lower leg of each of the L-shaped lock tabs 40 abuts

an outer surface of one of the tabs 4 1. Hook tabs 34 and lock tabs 40 engage

each other and disengage from each other when slider 32 is slidably moved



between the locked and unlocked positions. When slider 32 is moved to lock lid

14 and base 12 together, the lower leg of each lock tab 40 slides along the upper

surface of the associated tab 4 1 and into the U-shaped slot of the adjacent hook

tab 34. This interlocking of lock tabs 34 and 40 substantially prevents lid 14 from

being pivoted from a closed position to an open position and container 10 is

therefore locked. When slider 32 is moved in the opposite direction, the lower legs

of lock tabs 40 slide out of the U-shaped slot of the associated hook tab 34. Lid

14 is then in an unlocked state where it may be pivoted between a closed and an

open position to allow access to the interior cavity in base 12.

Lid 14 is also provided with an aperture 48 which receives a speaker grille

50 and light post 52 of alarm system 20; and is furthermore provided with a pair

of alignment indicators 54 which are used to correctly position key 22. Speaker

grille 50 and light post 52 are integrally formed with a battery holder assembly 56

(Fig. 6) which is sandwiched between lid 14 and slider 32. Battery holder

assembly 56 is fixedly connected to lid 14 by a plurality of fasteners 58 (Fig. 7)

which extend through mounting holes 60 in assembly 56 and into bosses 62 (Fig.

8) which are integrally formed on interior surface 14a of lid 14.

Battery holder assembly 56 is provided with the circuitry and other

components of alarm system 20. In particular, battery holder assembly includes

at least a pair of switches 68, 70; a solid state circuit board 72 which substantially

controls the alarm system; a battery 74 and associated battery cover 76, battery

terminals 78; a speaker 80 (Fig. 10) a light-emitting diode (LED) 82 positioned to

emit light toward light post 52; and the EAS tag and antenna 84. The LED 82 is

designed to flash when alarm system 20 is activated. The EAS tag is Radio

Frequency (RF) sensitive or magnetically sensitive (AM) and is designed to

actuate a security gate alarm when it is detected by the security gate. Switch 68

extends outwardly through an opening 88 in battery holder assembly 56 and

through a slot 89 (Fig. 6) in slider 32. Switch 70 extends outwardly from assembly

56 and into engagement with a projection 90 on slider 32. Battery cover 76 is

secured to battery holder assembly 56 by a plurality of fasteners 75 which are

inserted through holes 86 in cover 76 and into holes 87 (Fig. 9) in assembly 56.

Slider 32 also includes an aperture 64 through which battery cover 76 extends for



a short distance: Fasteners 75 may be easily accessed through aperture 64. As

may be seen in Fig. 8 , aperture 64 is smaller in length and width than battery

holder assembly 56, but is wider than battery cover 76. The additional width of

aperture 64 is provided so that as slider 32 moves back and forth, battery cover

76 is not engaged by slider 32.

Although not specifically shown in the attached figures, alarm system 20

also includes a plurality of sensors connected to circuit board 72. The sensors

monitor the state of the electric circuit in the system and indicate when the circuit

is broken. In the event of an interruption in the circuit, a signal is sent by the circuit

board 72 to sound the internal audible alarm in the system.

The security storage container 10 is used in the following manner. When

locking mechanism 18 is in the unlocked position (Fig. 11 & 12), lid 14 may be

opened to allow for the insertion of an item of merchandise into base 12. Lid 14

is then rotated to close the open end of base 12. The user then pushes finger tab

44 in the direction of the arrow "A" (Fig. 13), causing the slider 32 to move in the

direction of the arrow "A". As previously described, this movement causes lock

tabs 40 and hook tabs 34 to engage each other. As shown in Fig. 14, movement

of slider 32 also causes fingers 46 of lock arm 36 to slide into a position over

pockets 47. Fingers 46 are spring biased into alignment with the planar lock arm

36. Consequently, when fingers 46 are disposed over pockets 47, they spring out

of alignment with arm 36, become engaged in pockets 47 thereby further locking

lid 14 and base 12 together. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 13, movement of slider

32 causes switch 70 to ride along projection 90 thereby causing switch 70 to move

into a position where the electric circuit in container 10 is closed. The movement

of slider 32 also causes switch 68 to slide in opening 88 and slot 89 into a position

where the electric circuit is closed. The closing of the electric circuit causes LED

82 to begin to emit light, that light being magnified and seen through light post 52

on lid 14. LED 82 indicates to the consumer that the container 10 is now alarmed.

Preferably LED 82 is configured to blink so as to direct the consumer's attention

to the fact that container 10 is alarmed. Furthermore, the closure of the circuit

results in power being supplied to the EAS tag and to the speaker 80.

Consequently, if any attempt is made to pry lid 14 from base 12, the sensors in



alarm system 20 will be triggered and the speaker 80 will emit a loud, attention-

getting sound. The container 10 can be preprogrammed to emit a sound for a

predetermined length of time, such as 10 minutes for example. Furthermore, even

if no attempt is made to pry lid 14 from base 12, if container 10 is brought within

a certain preprogrammed range of a security gate at an entrance or exit of the

protected environment, the EAS tag 84 will be triggered and thereby cause the

security gates to sound a remote alarm. Simultaneously, the speaker 80 in

container 10 will also begin to emit a loud, attention-getting sound. The alarm can

only be switched off by engaging container with specially designed key 10.

In order to prevent the alarm system from being triggered after the

merchandise has been legally purchased by the customer, container 10 has to be

disarmed by aligning key 22 with locking mechanism 18. Key 22 is correctly

aligned on container 10 by protrusions 90 (Fig. 15) on key 22 into apertures 54 on

lid 14. This brings magnets 38 (Fig. 16) into the proximity of fingers 46 on locking

mechanism 18. Fingers 46 are attracted toward magnets 38 and are thereby

withdrawn from pockets 47 in base 32. The finger tab 44 may then be moved in

the opposite direction to the arrow "A", thereby moving slider 32 in the opposite

direction to the arrow "A" relative to lid 14. As slider 32 moves in this second

direction, switch 70 slides along projection 90 from the position shown in Fig. 13

to the position shown in Fig. 11. Furthermore, switch 68 slides in the opposite

direction through opening 88 and slot 89. The movement of switches 68 and 70

breaks the electric circuit in container 10, thereby disarming the alarm system 20.

The movement of slider 32 in the opposite direction to the arrow "A" also causes

lid 14 to be unlocked. Lid 14 can then be rotated into the open position and the

item of merchandise may be removed from within base 12.

It will be understood that any type of EAS tag or RFID tag can be used in

storage container 10.

In the foregoing description, certain terms have been used for brevity,

clearness, and understanding. No unnecessary limitations are to be implied

therefrom beyond the requirement of the prior art because such terms are used

for descriptive purposes and are intended to be broadly construed.



Moreover, the description and illustration of the invention is an example

and the invention is not limited to the exact details shown or described.



CLAIMS

1. A security device for retaining an item of merchandise therein; said security

device comprising:

a frame adapted to receive the item of merchandise therein;

a locking mechanism for preventing the item of merchandise from

being removed from within the frame;

an alarm system housed within the frame; said alarm system being

adapted to be triggered if an attempt is made to remove the item of merchandise

from the frame when the locking mechanism is engaged.

2. The security device as defined in claim 1, wherein the frame comprises a

six-sided box.

3. The security device as defined in claim 2, wherein the box includes a five

sided base and a lid movably connected to said base, said base being

adapted to retain the item of merchandise therein and said lid being

secured to the base by the locking mechanism.

4. The security device as defined in claim 3, wherein the alarm system is

disposed within the lid.

5. The security device as defined in claim 4, wherein the alarm system

includes a speaker that emits a loud, attention-getting sound when

triggered.

6 . The security device as defined in claim 5, wherein the speaker is adapted

to emit a loud sound when an attempt is made to separate the lid from the

base.



7. The security device as defined in claim 5, wherein the speaker is adapted

to emit a loud sound when the storage container is brought into the

proximity of a security gate.

8. The security device as defined in claim 5, wherein the speaker emits a loud

sound for a predetermined period of time after being actuated.

9. The security device as defined in claim 4 , wherein the alarm system

includes an EAS tag adapted to actuate a security gate alarm when

detected by said security gate.

10. The security device as defined in claim 9, wherein the EAS tag is Radio

Frequency (RF) sensitive or magnetically sensitive (AM).

11. The security device as defined in claim 3 , wherein the locking mechanism

includes a slider moveably connected to an interior portion of the lid, said

slider being moveable between an unlocked and a locked position.

12. The security device as defined in claim 11,wherein the locking mechanism

further includes a lock arm engageable with one of the slider and the lid,

said lock arm including at least one spring-biased finger that is received

within a pocket formed in the one of the slider and the lid when the slider

is moved into the locked position.

13. The security device as defined in claim 12, wherein at least the finger of

the lock arm is manufactured from a magnetic material.

14. The security device as defined in claim 13, further comprising a key for

unlocking the locking mechanism.



15. The security device as defined in claim 14, wherein the key includes at

least one magnet for withdrawing the finger from the pocket to unlock the

locking mechanism.

16. The security device as defined in claim 1, wherein the alarm system

includes a light-emitting diode that is illumined when the alarm system is

activated.

17. The security device as defined in claim 1, wherein the device further

includes a battery disposed within the frame to provide power to the alarm

system.

18. The security device as defined in claim 3, wherein the base is

manufactured from a transparent material and the lid is manufactured from

an opaque material.

19. A security storage container for securely retaining an item of merchandise

therein, the container comprising:

a base defining a five-sided storage compartment adapted to hold

the item of merchandise therein;

a lid attached to the base and movable between open and closed

positions;

a locking mechanism movable between locked and unlocked

positions; the locked position fixedly securing the lid in the closed position; the

unlocked position allowing the lid to be moved from the closed position to the

open position;

an alarm system disposed substantially within the storage container,

said alarm system being activated when the locking mechanism is in the locked

position and being deactivated when the locking mechanism is in the unlocked

position.



20. The security storage container as defined in claim 19, wherein the alarm

system includes at least an EAS tag, a sound-emitting speaker and a light-

emitting device.

21. The security storage container as defined in claim 20, wherein the alarm

system further includes a central controller that is powered by a battery.
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